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ALMA simulations with simdata

simdata is a CASA task used to produce mock ALMA data 

from an input sky model (theoretical model or previous 

observation)

The main work is done by the smtool:  the simdata task (a 

Python script) is a user-friendly interface to this tool with 

additional work done on plotting and analysis

simdata is the ‘official’ ALMA simulator, supported by the 

ALMA project, and under active development



ALMA Sensitivity Calculator

• Masers present in evolved stars, AGN, star formation, 
supernova remnants, Epoch of

• High brightness temperature and high-frequency 
transitions make them good ALMA targets

• Time-varying physical conditions, gas dynamics, magnetic 
fields

• What will be possible with ALMA; what tools needed for 
optimized interpretation?

Liz Humphreys, ALMA Community Day, Portugal, June 23 

2010



The ALMA Sensitivity Calculator is also part of the OT !



ALMA Observation Support Tool
- to be hosted by the UK ARC node (Manchester) and/or ESO

- written by Ian Heywood (Oxford)



ALMA OST example output



Uses of simdata

simdata is or will be used by the ALMA project to:

- simulate various sources of data corruption

- produce lots of (mock) ALMA data to test subsystems like

archive and pipeline

- produce mock data for end-to-end testing

future observers can use simdata to test their science case:

- can I do this with ALMA ? 

- can I already do this during Early Science ? Should I ?

-how to optimize my science goal ?



on-line guide to simdata



on-line guide to simdata



on-line guide to simdata



simulation database



Using simdata to make decisions for Early Science:

two example science cases

A proto-planetary disk             A nearby galaxy
A simulation by Sebastian Wolf An H-alpha image of M51

(Wolf and D'Angelo 2005) provided by D. Thilker(NRAO)
-> a Jupiter-mass planet around a 0.5 solar mass star                        -> should be a reasonable representation of the atomic

FIR lines and other tracers of massive star formation



Proto-planetary disk   (ALMA band 9)

Skymodel               Early Science           Full Array

(30 mins) (10 mins)



Nearby galaxy  (ALMA band 9)

Skymodel                              ES (30 min)               ES (4h)

Full 2 km array  (30 min)      Full 2 km array (4h)            Full 6 km array (4h)



Input skymodel        Earl Science 10m     Early Science 4h   Full 10m                   Full 1h    

( all simulations are for single pointings ) 



ALMA (u,v) coverage      t=2 min

(u,v)  Coverage PSF

Proposal Planning: The CASA ALMA Simulator



ALMA (u,v) Coverage      t=30 min



ALMA (u,v) Coverage      t=5 hr



Default simdata parameters



changing model parameters

modifymodel=True



changing other parameters
thermalnoise=‘tsys-atm’

image=True

analyze=True



Antenna configurations

Antenna configurations are simple text files, listing all antennas that are part of the 

array of choice.

Several examples come with CASA, and can be found in the CASA repository 

directory in the subdirectory data/alma/simmos

As an example, using antenna configuration file ‘alma.out20.cfg’, type (in CASA):

>repodir=os.getenv("CASAPATH").split(' ')[0]

>antennalist=repodir+"/data/alma/simmos/alma.out20.cfg”

NOTE: none of the ALMA antenna configurations are official yet !!



Example antenna 

configuration for 

full operations

(included with 

CASA 3.1)



Example antenna configuration for 
Early Science 

(included with CASA 3.1)



Another example antenna 
configuration for Early Science 
(not included with CASA 3.1)



Time for a demo …

starring…

as a less nearby galaxy …


